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At Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, our world-renowned cancer researchers, oncologists,

clinicians, and scientists are constantly advancing our knowledge about cancer. Our discoveries are

improving treatment and care for patients here and all over the world. On this page, you will find

news & information about our latest groundbreaking cancer science, exceptional patient care and

the dedicated professionals who make it all happen.
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Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center Ranked the Best Cancer
Center in the Northeast and First in the Nation for Urology Care by
U.S. News & World Report

Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSK) has been recognized as the best cancer

center in the northeast, the number two hospital for cancer care in the nation, and the

number one hospital nationally for urology care by U.S. News & World Report in its

annual Best Hospitals listing.

MSK’s Sloan Kettering Institute Celebrates 75 Years of Discovery

Over the last seven and a half decades, researchers at the Sloan Kettering Institute have

made important contributions to the fundamental understanding of human biology, as well
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Press Releases

as driven practice-changing innovations in the treatment of cancer.

Memorial Sloan Kettering Awarded Prestigious NCI Grant to Further
Advance CAR T Cell Treatments for Solid Tumors

A team at MSK led by thoracic surgeon Dr. Prasad Adusumilli has been awarded a

distinguished UG3/UH3 grant from the National Cancer Institute (NCI) to advance

research and testing of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell therapy for solid tumors.
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https://www.mskcc.org/news-releases/msk-awarded-prestigious-nci-grant-to-further-advance-car-cell-treatments-for-solid-tumors


Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center Chemical Biologist Yael
David Awarded 2024 Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellowship

Awarded annually since 1955, the Sloan Research Fellowships honor exceptional U.S.

and Canadian researchers whose creativity, leadership, innovation, and research

accomplishments make them stand out as the next generation of leaders.
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View all press releases

Articles

Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center Launches Bilingual
Campaign Promoting Screenings in the Hispanic Community

On World Cancer Day, MSK Launches Public-Service Announcement ‘Late,’ Emphasizing

the Urgency and Power of Routine Cancer Screenings
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MSK News Winter 2024

MSK is pushing the frontier to help patients like Antonio.
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https://www.mskcc.org/msk-news/winter-2024


MSK’s New Cancer Engineering PhD Program Is First of Its Kind

Learn about MSK’s visionary new cancer engineering PhD Program.
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https://www.mskcc.org/news/msks-new-cancer-engineering-phd-program-is-first-of-its-kind


View all articles

How MSK’s Rapid Diagnosis Got Kieran Treated Quickly for
Lymphoma

Kieran Healy was feeling worse by the day. A new father at 43 years old, he was bone-

tired and losing weight. He had night sweats and a strange lump in his belly. His local

hospital in Manhattan ordered an ultrasound and a CT (computed tomography) scan —

but they were scheduled over a month away.
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https://www.mskcc.org/news/kierans-fast-diffuse-large-b-t-cell-lymphoma-diagnosis
https://www.mskcc.org/news/in-the-news


2022 Annual Report: It Takes MSK

The Rectal Cancer Clinical Trial at MSK That Changed Everything
for Its Patients

Learn how a heralded clinical trial that made rectal cancer disappear for every participant

is being expanded at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. The trial uses only

immunotherapy that targets a rare mutation — without the need for surgery,

chemotherapy, or radiation.
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A Major Advance in Treating Metastatic Breast Cancer

MSK-led research could change the practice of medicine for millions of people whose

breast cancer has spread. Research led by Dr. Shanu Modi has demonstrated that a

targeted drug called trastuzumab deruxtecan blocks the protein HER2 even when its

levels are low — the case for about 55% of people with breast cancer.
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https://www.mskcc.org/annual-report/2022/major-advance-treating-metastatic-breast


View the full report

New Understanding of Cancer’s Most Infamous Gene Could Help
Stop Tumors Earlier

The protein made by the p53 gene helps guard the body against cancer, in part by

detecting and repairing damaged DNA. Over the 30 years since p53 was first discovered,

it has remained a stubborn mystery, resisting efforts to tease apart exactly how the loss of

the gene’s protection leads to the development of cancer. In August 2022, researchers in

the Sloan Kettering Institute were able to provide some new answers that hint at new

avenues for treatment.
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https://www.mskcc.org/annual-report/2022/new-understanding-of-cancers-most-infamous-gene-could-help-stop-tumors-earlier
https://www.mskcc.org/annual-report/2022


Connect

Cancer Straight Talk
Cancer Straight Talk brings together national experts and cancer patients to have

straightforward, evidence-based conversations. Medical oncologist Diane Reidy-Lagunes

hosts this series with the mission of educating and empowering patients to make the right

decisions and live happier, healthier lives.

Listen to the podcast

Stay Informed.

Get the latest news and updates on MSK’s cancer care and research breakthroughs sent

straight to your inbox with our e-newsletters.

Newsletter Sign Up

NEXT

In the News
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https://www.mskcc.org/cancerstraighttalk
https://www.mskcc.org/subscribe
https://www.mskcc.org/news/in-the-news
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